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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Thank you to all contributors who fonvarded local history items included in this
Newsletter. Perhaps other members may remember, like Alison Dolling, 'things
that used to be'; or participated in an intrepid school holiday experience similar to
Sister Susan McGowan' s; or know of past Aboriginal history as related in the
material fonvarded by Ken and Margaret Preiss. Whatever your local story, why
not send it to the Newsletter in order that others may enjoy the recollections also?

PROGRAM 1999
The program for the remainder of 1999 is listed below.
There are occasions, due to circumstances beyond everyone 's control,
when dates and/or speakers change from those publicised in an earlier
Newsletter. Please check the program in each Newsletter.

This Newsletter is printed earlier to invite all members to the unveiling of the
'Wandeen' plaque at 2.30 pm on Sunday, 12 September. Please refer to detail s
of the Invitation on p.1.
As mentioned previously, the Burnside Historical Society is hosting the Fourth
Biennial Eastern Regional Seminar on Saturday, 25 September 1999. This is
a fun day out. Please turn to p.2 for further information. If you have mislaid lhe
program and application enclosed with the June Newsletter, our President Barbara
Parker (if 8379 4613) will be happy to fonvard you another.

Members interested in coming on our bonhomie weekend trip to the Barossa on
23 -24 October, should ring Richard House immediately (see p.4) rega rding
any vacancies.
There is an opportunity for a Trainee to help Ted Bayfield, valiant recorder, al
meetings as and when required. Ted is willing to spend whatever time is
necessary to train an assistant. If you would like to broaden your membersh ip
horizon, and support the Society in an essential way, do ring Ted (if 8331 8828).
Contributions to the Newsletter are invited. The deadline for the December 1999
Newsletter is 4 November 1999.

INVITATION

12 September
afternoon

Unveiling of plaque to mark the site of "Wandeen"
home of F.G. Waterhouse, first Curator of the
South Australian Museum.

Time:

2.30 pm.

Location:

Outside 69a Lockwood Road, Burnside.

Refreshments:

Drinks and nibbles will be provided at Geoff and
Helen Jones' s home at the above address,
following the unveiling.

Cost:

Free.

RSVP:

Essential, and to Elaine Smyth V 8332 8019
by 8 September.

Sunday
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20 September The History of 'Attunga'
Monday

Speaker:
Barbara Crompton
As a member of the Burnside Hospital Board, Barbara was
involved in the publication of the History of Burnside
Hospital. She will speak on the metamorphosis of Otto von
Rieben's home, Attunga, to a community hospital.

25 September Eastern Regional Seminar - hosted by our Society
Saturday
Reflections of Yesterday : Visions for Tomorrow.
The biennial Eastern Regional Seminar provides a forum
for historical societies and other relevant parties to meet
together. Topics of current interest are discussed in the
morning, and bus trips arranged to visit local historical
treasures in the afternoon .
The theme Reflections of Yesterday : Visions for
Tomorrow will provide participants and attendees with
opportunities to discuss heritage issues and to share
evaluations and future plans of selected historical societies.
The full conference fee of $20 includes Morning Tea at the
Community Centre (with catering kindly supplied by
Didier's), lunch at Waterfall Gully Restaurant,
bus excursions in the afternoon, followed by Afternoon Tea
at Pepper Street Gallery, Magill, with the opportunity to
view arts and crafts, including the current exhibition .

15 November Smith Brothers- 80 Years On
Monday
Speaker:
Don Temby
Don Temby is employed at the Aviation Museum, Brooklyn
Park, where there is an exhibition on the Smith Brothers.
In 1919, flying their Vickers Vimy plane, they won the
first prize in the Britain-Australia air race.

IDEAS FOR NEXT YEAR!
The Program Committee is busy planning activities for next year.
Our Secretary Elaine Smyth W 8332 8019 would be delighted to have
suggestions and ideas from members for the 2000 program, including talks,
speakers, excursions and week-end trips .

WELCOME
The Burnside Historical Society welcomes the following new members since
the last Newsletter (June 1999):
Margaret Bennett of Belair;
Stewart Cockburn of Glen Osmond;
Patsy Sellars of Toorak Gardens.

Full details appear in the program and application
form enclosed in our June Newsletter.
For all enquiries, including extra application forms , please
contact our President Barbara Parker It 83 79 4613.
Last date for registration: Friday, 17 September 1999.

18 October
Monday

An Historical Introduction to the Barossa
Speaker:
Don Ross
Don has lived all his life in Tanunda, working as a mixed
farmer. He is a prominent member of the Tanunda
Historical Society. Don's talk will concentrate on the early
establishment of the Barossa Valley, showing the different
influences of the German and English settlers. Members
coming on our tour the following weekend (see page 4) will
enjoy meeting him again when he shows us around the
Tanunda area by bus and foot .
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CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Colin Harris, a member of the Burnside Historical Society, and one of the
speakers on John McDouall Stuart at our June meeting, recently received the
Public Service Medal for his services to landscape management.
Colin is Deputy Director, Department for the Environment, Heritage and
Aboriginal Affairs . Congratulations, Colin, from all of us .

The Burnside Historical Society meets at 8.00 pm. in the Burnside
Community Centre on the third Monday of each month unless notification
is given of an alternative time or venue.
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THE 1999 STATE HISTORY CONFERENCE
23 - 24 October
Weekend trip to the Barossa
The area covered by this trip will be very concentrated
compared with our nonnal weekends. l11e emphasis will be
on history but of course we will have a stop at a winery!
At stopping points we will be hosted as usual by a number
of 'locals' to give us an insight to their local history.
ltine1 ary
S 1turday:
Depart from Burnside at 8.30 am and drive via One Tree

Sunday:

Cost:

Hill to the short lived Barossa goldfields. Then to the whispering wall of the Barossa reservoir and to Springton where
the Herbig family started life in a hollow tree. A tour and
lunch at the grand Collingrove homestead, home of John
Howard Angas, and on to the English settlement of Angaston and the Comish Penrice. Finally a visit to the fascinating
old German cottage lived in by the Luhr' s family in Light
Pass. For an exciting change our overnight accommodation
will be in the converted railway carriages of the Tanunda
Junction Motel with the evening meal in the Kaesler winery
function room which is set in charming gardens.
A German history day with bus tours and walks, concentrating on Langmeil, Tanunda and the fascinating settlement
of Bethany with its strip system (Hufendorf) ofland
allocation. We will visit the charming winery there and also
a keg factory. On the way back to Adelaide we will see the
site of Hoffuungsthal, a settlement which only lasted five
years before it was flooded and had to be abandoned.
We will be back in Adelaide by 6.30.
$150 (+$30 single supp). This covers transport, overnight
accommodation, all meals on Saturday, breakfast and
afternoon tea on Sunday, all entrance fees and guide fees.

Bookings:
For information regarding availability of seats,
detailed itinerary, and payment arrangements,
please contact Richard House 11 8379 9015
withou~/~.
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The 1999 State History Conference, hosted by the Mannum Dock Museum
Board, was held at Mannum, South Australia's historic river port, from
Friday, 28 May 1999 to Sunday, 30 May 1999.
When Mannum was selected for the above conference, the event was given
the title Turning the Wheels, an appropriate river theme. And this proved to
be so. After the forum Resources for Museums, followed by a reception and
cruise on PS Marion Friday evening, the proceedings got under way with the
official opening and welcome on Saturday morning, from the Mayor, Ian
Mann . Bill Reschke, journalist, author and River Murray pilot, who grew
up in Mannum, delighted us with a talk about his beloved Murray, and the
way it and history have suffered.

Dr Richard Reid, Commemorative Activities Section, Department of
Veterans Affairs, works as a historian for the Federal Government's Their
Service - Our Heritage program. Through his illustrated address, we
learned of the importance of the preservation and valuing of Australia's war
heritage in local communities - and the matter of funding!

On a smaller scale, Julie-Anne Ellis from the Yacka Historical Group ,
described their funding efforts for Hard Yacka, the history of her Mid-North
local community, a book which won the Bank SA Christina Smith
Community History Award for 1996.
The afternoon saw us on a bus trip to Ngaut Ngaut Aboriginal Conservation
Park, guided by Richard Hunter, spokesperson for the Management Group
of the above park. Richard believes that the significance of his people' s role
as custodians of the land in the past is reason enough for them to be
consulted on matters ;)f custodianship in the present.
The Conservation Park, on the River Murray (and a 45-minute drive from
Mannum), is one of the most significant archaeological digs in Australia .
Concealed beneath a sandstone cliff, it was long used as a shelter and dinner
camp by the Nganguraku people. When Ngaut Ngaut was discovered by
archaeologists in 1927, it proved that Aboriginal people had inhabited
Australia much longer than previously thought.
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JOHN McDOUALL STUART
During our visit Richard pointed out vivid rock art and spoke of the colours
on the cliff created from camp fires . He told us of smoke signals, and the
necessity of his people to be by the river for access to water. We respected
the burial grounds indicated by Richard. We learnt of his people's skills,
particularly observation; sighting tracks and signs, listening, distinguishing
bird calls, knowing locations for fruits and hunting. Our visit with Richard
to this unique place was a privilege.

Monday, 21 June 1999

Valmai Hankel, Rare Books Librarian, State Library of SA , provided an
overview ofStuart and his life. She was followed by Colin Harris, Deputy
Director, Department for the Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal
Affairs, who examined Stuart's explorations in northern South Australia.

Entertainment for the Conference Dinner on Saturday evening at the
Lutheran Hall was provided by the Muddy River Street Theatre Group from
Goolwa, who presented a series of short plays based on Federation, and
Captain Dick Brornhead with his bracket of river songs and yams .

Valmai considers John McDouall Stuart to be the last of the great Australian
explorers. He had a genius for organisation and command; he took no risks
or short cuts; he had constant care for his horses; no life was lost on any of
his explorations, and he had qualities that enabled him to avoid the
difficulties that befell others. He always did his best to maintain cordial
relations with the natives he encountered.

Sunday's sessions included a cruise on the Marion , guided walks around
Mannum, and attending Artlab workshops. Following lunch, we considered
our 'Fellow Travellers - consumers of history' - with speakers of expertise in
the three areas under discussion - youth, tour markets and readers .

Stuart's expeditions were undertaken without ostentation; he had a
wonderful instinct for bushcraft. His longest exploration took 12 months
during which he had to carry all the provisions and equipment.

Over afternoon tea, Dr Peter Cahalan of the History Trust closed the
conference and sent us 'Full Steam Ahead' into the next year of bringing
history to South Australia in its many forms.
The 1999 conference at Mannum more than realised its aim - to create a
forum for shared experiences, and use the knowledge gained through
interaction to progress in the endeavours to preserve and present history ' Turning the Wheels : keeping history afloat'. Our congratulations to all at
Mannum who worked so hard to make this event such an enjoyable occasion .
The 2000 State History Conference (Living on the Edge) will be held at
the University of South Australia, Magill Campus, on Saturday, 20 May
and Sunday, 21 May 2000. The keynote speaker will be Dr Tim Flannery,
recently-appointed Director of the South Australian Museum.
Details of the program and registration forms will be available in October
1999, but make a note in your diary now!

Born in Scotland in 1815 and arriving in South Australia in 1839, Stuart
became a draftsman/surveyor for the Government . He met Charles Sturt
who invited him to join his 1844 expedition. Stuart learnt much from Sturt one thing was to avoid wagons - Sturt travelled entirely with horses . Stuart
drew Sturt's maps and became familiar with the country. In 1853-54 Stuart
was in the Flinders Ranges with Finke who became a lifelong friend and
financial supporter.
Stuart made six journeys between 1858 and 1862 . His routes and
discoveries eventually led to the construction of the Overland Telegraph, and
the northern railway.
Stuart's first expedition in 1858, financed entirely by Finke, resulted in many
discoveries. In 1858 the large permanent waterhole of Andamooka was
found. Later Stuart named the centre of Australia after Sturt, but the
Governor altered it to Mount Stuart. Stuart found and named Daly Waters
'
and in 1862 he reached the Indian Ocean.

Wendy McGuffog
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WOMEN ARTISTS OF THE BURNSIDE AREA
Monday 19 July 1999
In I 863 upon the party's return to Adelaide, the largest procession seen here
to that date honoured them. On the same day in Melbourne the tragic Burke
and Wills were buried. Stuart wrote of his expeditions to the Royal
Geographical Society in London, and gave a talk to that Society on his
return to England in I 864. He died there in 1866 with only seven people at
his funeral. His companions always remembered their remarkable leader, ·
and held reunions for many years. Valmai concluded her talk with a brief
mention about F.G. Waterhouse, the scientist who accompanied Stuart on
'-i is last expedition, and how many of his specimens were lost in the harsh
conditions . (This was of particular interest as the site of Waterhouse's
home, 'Wandeen' has been chosen as the location for the next plaque in our
project of marking significant historic sites in the Burnside area.)
Colin's slides depicted Stuart in his later life, as well as the mound springs,
which were so essential to his party and their horses . Without them, Stuart
could not have carried out his explorations across the country.

In describing the all-important mound springs, Colin mentioned they differ
greatly in their character, with temperatures from 20 to 40 degrees, and a
varying quality of water. There are some 600 in South Australia . The
mound springs give an unfailing supply of water, millions of years old.
Colin reminded us that the Aboriginals survived in the inhospitable country
because they lived by the mound springs, although they preferred fresh rain
water. Dalhousie is the finest mound spring in the world.
Bores had a profound impact on the mound springs: cattle got into the now
neglected springs and fouled them; also the pressure dropped and some dried
up entirely. Conservation began in the 1970s - bore-capping or bore
rehabilitation. There has been a major conservation program, and some
mound springs are now fenced.
A Heritage Trail is to be created from Maree to Oodnadatta and through the
mound springs country traversed by Stuart: his achievements and his
explorations will be a central theme.

Shirley Cameron Wilson , OAM, has served the cause of women in art in
South Australia in an exemplary manner and her book, From Shadow
into Light, is a valuable reference. Her talk to the BHS on this subject
drew on her wide knowledge and her own collection of the work of
women artists containing a suprising number connected with the
Burnside area. Her talk was accompaned by an excellent set of slides.
The earliest artist whom Shirley introduced was Fanny de Mole, who
arrived in Adelaide in 1856. Her family settled on the banks of Second
Creek at Erindale and, despite her confinment to a wheelchair, her
delicate paintings of wildflowers are treasured still.
The three Hambidge sisters, growing up across the road from St.
Matthe~ church are probably among the best remembered artists of the
late Victorian era. Their work was primarily in miniatures and portraits
and they are represented in many collections as well as in the Art Gallery
of South Australia, which recognised early the fine detail of their
painting. Trade Union banners, of all things, appear among their work!
Marjorie Gwynne of the Glynde loved riotous colour and her portrait of
Daisy Bates is memorable. Her topics included dance, circus, vegetable
gardens and children. She worked on the South Coast with Trenerry.
Miss Cameron Wilson's aunt, Emily Wil.mn, painted flowers and
decorated china, as did Bessy Davidson.
Dorrit Black , known now for her development of modernism in
Australia, achieved international fame, her strong paintings hanging in
many galleries. She represents the best of art in the twenties and thirties,
but sadly, she was killed in a car accident in 1957. Ruth Tuck has had a
long career from the 1940s to the present and her influence in teaching
children and adults has been seminal. Her own paintings, often of
flowers, are brilliant and vibrant and likewise are to be widely seen in
galleries.
Her students and others are well to the fore in the public arena and
number among them, to quote a few, Janet Ayliffe who has a
message for the conservation of Kangaroo Island, Christine McCarthy
and May Vogt. Some recent painters and teachers mentioned were Ieva
Pocius, Jo Caddy and K.H.Spence.
Barbara Crompton

Joy Batt
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THEY BECAME NURSES
Monday, 16 August 1999
Our speaker, Dr Joan Durdin, gave us three brief pictures of the changes in
nursing - how it was in 1899, 1949 and now. In 1899 Adelaide already had
a community health service and many trained nurses. There had been a .
district nursing service for five years; nurse training had started at the
Adelaide Children's Hospital m1879, and at the Adelaide Hospital in 1889.
Nurses also trained at a number of the well-established private hospitals.

THINGS TBA T USED TO BE

)

)
When requested for some curriculum vitae material, Alison replied that
such 'grows out of the history of one's family, and the geographical and
social structure ofa place, and its influences on attitudes and life-style.
Against this backdrop, we shape our own course in our response to
cultural and social change. Mine has been in teaching and writing and
living in Adelaide. Where else? '

In 1949 the only formal introduction to learning for nurses was a series of 49
lectures, taken at any time over their three or four-year training period.
Nurses cleaned the wards and served the food: the meals were basic. They
worked a minimum of 48 hours a week, often much longer. Discipline was
strong and even their private lives regulated if they lived in a Nurses' Home.
Hospitals were generally crowded and sometimes unkempt. For the patients
there was little privacy, at least in Government hospitals. Most patients
were in wards, beds down either side, and sometimes very close together:
~ven at times occupying the corridor. There was no intensive care: few
bathrooms and no showers; the only bathing was done in the bed.
Perhaps more attention was paid to the wrinkle-free bed than to the comfort
of the patient! But community health was extending.
The degree of change from 1949 to 1999 has been much greater than from
1899 to 1949. Hospitals are c0mpletely differently in design: patients have
far more privacy with en suite facilities, their own telephones, bells, and
television sets, all non-existent in 1949. Food services are different,
provided by experts and suitable to the patients' needs. There is greater
supervision of drugs, with patients having their own requirements locked in
cupboards in their rooms. A major difference is in the education of nurses,
no longer taught as employees of a hospital but in institutions of higher
education. But it is in the years following graduation that the greatest
amount of learning comes in terms of taking responsibility for people in
hospital.
The same degree of change has taken place in all aspects of society;
communication, attitudes, and our standards of living. So nursing has
changed in order to be relevant to today's society.
Joy Batt
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Alison Dolling, author of the following article, lived for 31 years on the
brink ofFirst Creek, Burnside, and has a strong attachment to the area
and its history.

' Madam, a lot of things used to be', said the bus driver to the passenger
enquiring about times and destinations. Those were the days when the
Burnside Terminus was opposite the Waterfall Gully tum-off and the
grocer's shop on the north-east comer; when the garden behind its old, longbearing fig tree had yet to fall beneath the squash centre. No roundabout nor
English-style Bed and Breakfast set beside the creek and against the hills .
In fact, when in 1960 our household moved to Burnside from Tranmere, that
little comer was almost countrified, and the footpath leading south beyond
First Creek was a mudpack in winter.

Not much fun for our first Premier, Boyle Travers Finniss, who in the 1840s
lived on the site of today's St John Vianney's church, where in the 1960s a
house, fringed by a leafy lane, stood in the shadow of a Norfolk Island pine;
now replaced by a free-standing steel spire.
A step or two further took us into Garden Avenue, once the driveway to
Mary Field's l 860's house, still intact in the curve of a cul-de-sac, where
our neighbour's billy-goat used to be tethered to a hawthorn tree cast adrift
from its original garden.

')

J

A little swing bridge with a seat on either side hung across the creek another garden remnant that clung to the past, though not with such a firm
grip as the cluster of trees around our house: a magnolia grandiflora,
Fortuneana rose bush, a bay, pomegranate, pittosoporum, and two olive
trees. Willows and arum lilies marked our creekside boundary.
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Westerly a row of orange and pear trees lined a paddock, a ready short-cut
to the post office past Slape's vegetable garden, part of the old Finniss
property. These were all used-to-be delights, freshened by gully air.
At times kookaburras waited for a goldfish moment among the water lilies,
later to be submerged by a minor flood in the 1960s before the 1983 waters
washed through and around our house, leaving in its wake a future crop of
buttercups and wild strawberries.
Birds were part of the everyday rhythm, an all-too-rare flash of a kingfisher
and spotted pardalote (Joan Paton would know for sure!), and at night the
call of a mopoke. A stray frog sometimes slipped inside to cling to a
window: in season a stumpy tail or blue tongue lizard wandered in the
garden, even a reconnoitring fox . Two possums stuck midway in the
chimney were eventually extricated by a well-armoured neighbour.
It was an atmosphere that had yet to feel the breath of change, a kind of
sleepy hollow where old ways lingered - Mick the milky, 30 years on the
round· the woodman; the weekly greengrocer in his van, and the grocer with
our orders from a store that used-to-be a pot pourri of satisfying aromas .
And to complete the circuit, Canon John Bleby, in the manner of an old-style
country vicar called on occasion, as did his curate Ian George, to remind us
of our all-sustaining daily bread.
A sense of the feudal lingered on in the old estates, with here and there a few
cottages against a backdrop of gully and hills where travellers came to the
end of the road - a used-to-be geographical full stop.
It was here at the terminus that a row of shops kept the village tenor of their
way: Greengrocer Collins and his assistant Denise who, knife in hand,
grappled with a Queensland Blue; Hazel and Stan Barrett's delicatessen
where eager school children made agomsed decisions around the sweet jars;
and David Thomas's newsagency whence came the first toss-over of the
plastic-covered Advertiser; John Schocroft, our long-serving chemist, white
jacketed, dispensed goodwill and elixirs prescribed by Ors Jim and
Rosemary Harley next door.

Across the road stood Lilo 's haberdashery, later alongside Joan Curnow' s
Golden Bough bookshop - one with threads to hold textiles together, the
other to weave within us patterns of thought - both indispensable to any
civilisation!
At the north-west comer of Greenhill and Burnside Roads, the bullnose
verandah of the police station stood diagonally opposite the wineshop, where
the vintner presided over a customer or two seated in Cezanne-esque
intensity at the counter.
Further north the unusual sweep of St David's new church had not yet raised
eyebrows (and pledged money for its building), and the old Erindale entrance
gates still stood their ground.
To the south, around Beaumont Common, other survivors were Beaumont
House on the verge of a new life with the National Trust, and nearby the
grinding stones of the old olive-crushing mill. Along Sunnyside Road
cornering Dashwood Road, a rugged stone wall lay half hidden by years of
overgrowth.
The terminus of the Linden Park bus had not yet disturbed the copse-like
Gilles Road tum-off inviting a detour to the Toll House which, until the
1950s or later, used to be a neglected landmark.
Other used-to-be memories must be set aside, perhaps for an editorial rainy
day, when there may be a chance to filter a little more light through the
shadows of the past.

**********

[The next article Death of the Comer Store gains added relevance following
Alison's recollections (above) of the significant role of such shops in her
community of the 1960s. Ed.]
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DEATH OF THE CORNER STORE
The reasons why increasing road infrastructure kills off the neighbourhood
store and local shopping centre are many:
•

Neighbourhood stores are usually on the busiest roads and therefore are
often the first victims of road widening.

•

The building of wide roads to large regional shopping complexes has
encouraged people to shop at national/multinational chains, thus eroding
the viability of neighbourhood stores.

•

As traffic increases in front of the store, the store comes into the zone-ofinfluence and thus becomes hostile territory, losing its charm as
socialising space.

•

The conversion of homes to road space means a decrease in the number
of patrons for the store, thereby eroding its viability. As a store closes or
becomes unviable, local employment decreases which further decreases
the number of customers working and living in the area, making other
stores less viable. The dominoes fall one by one.

Death of the neighbourhood store has a surprising effect on social contact.
It is not just the contact with the store owner, a valuable social contact in its
own right, which is lost. Casual contacts which occur spontaneously on the
way to the store are lost. The end result is that people are removed from the
streets, further adding to the sense that the streets have been abandoned and
handed over to traffic and no longer belong to the neighbourhood ....
The death of the comer store is one of the factors in what sociologists call
'urban blight', a cancer that slowly eats its way through an entire
neighbourhood.
Excerpt from David Engwicht, Towards An Eco City: Calming the
Tmffl'c(1992), Sydney, Envirobook, pp.56-57, as quoted in Arts
Bazaar, Quarterly Newsletter of the City of Burnside Cultural
Development program and the Friends of the Arts in Burnside,
Winter, 1999, p.4.
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TOUCHING VELVET: A MEMORY OF 1916
(abridged)
The following article is condensed by the author from her longer story
which originally appeared in Inscriptions : Stories from Adelaide (ed. Rae
Sexton), published by the Sunday Prose Group, cl- The South Australian
Writers' Centre, Adelaide, May 1999. The author Sister Susan McGowan
(now retired), has had a long career in teaching at Loreto College. She
has published four books ofpoetry and occasional stories and articles.
The copper mine chimney at Mount Osmond attracted visitors as far back as
1916. A climb to the chimney was a favourite weekend outing for city
dwellers. Without a buggy or a gig, families enjoyed a tram ride to the
terminus, where four roads converged at the gateway to the Adelaide Hills the Mount Barker Road. With an effort, adults would scale the hill while
nimble children raced them to the top, to look back giggling at the struggling
grown-ups, especially the ladies with their ankle-length skirts and widebrimmed hats . It was a Monday morning boast, 'We climbed up to
VELVET yesterday' .
One school holiday in 1916, my mother suggested that my 12-year old
brother and I (aged eight) should take baby (six months) for a 'wee stroll' .
We wheeled the pram in tum along Osmond Terrace, Norwood, a wide
garden road, shady then as it is today, over Kensington Road where trams
clanged their way to the Burnside terminus, from where families could walk
to Waterfall Gully.
The extension of Osmond Terrace passed through the Prescott's Farm
property of 30 years before. Wooden cottages were giving way to bluestone
houses, scattered through Dulwich and Rose Park along Avenues to be given
the names of early successful settlers: Hewitt, Watson, Alexander, Grant and
Swaine. Greenhill Road was then a glorified bush track to the hills. A few
small farms supplied local residents with milk and eggs.
We reached the comer of Glen Osmond Road and Victoria Avenue (now
Fullarton Road), and there we faced with delight VELVET gleaming in the
afternoon sun. Nothing more than a tram and a few spring carts occupied
the road. The horse-drawn quarry lorries returned empty to the hills at
various intervals.
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'Next lorry that comes', my brother instructed, 'be ready. There's a bar
across the back. Hold on tight with both hands, and swing your legs up to
rest your feet on the rod behind the back wheels'. With one hand, my
brother held the pram firmly, then swung his feet onto the rod.
The uphill pull slowed the horses and in the a/largando pace near the top of
the road, I disengaged my grip at my brother's 'NOW'! Next came the
problem of climbing the hill, burdened with a baby in a pram. Resourceful
as usual, my brother drew some strong string from his pocket. 'I'll tie the
pram to this tree. He'll be OK for a few minutes". It was a steep climb, and
we looked up to see how much further. What we called 'the copper-mine
chimney' was a silver-lead smelter, and stood sentinel and guide to us.
We had to round a few mine shafts and paused at one to read, 'Mrs Pick 's
cow tumbled into this shaft, and remained two days, but on being rescued
was too exhausted to keep on living'. We felt a momentary sympathy for
Mrs Pick, who lost her earnings from milk sales .
Then came the glorious moment when we touched VELVET, cut in
enormous blue enamel letters, the ingenious advertisement for soap. We felt
no shame as we descended in triumph, to collect the lonely, crying baby.
There was a tiny shop near the old hexagonal Toll House. Our last penny
could only buy some biscuits, but the kindly shopkeeper gave the baby a
drink of milk. The day had grown hot, and we were a long way from home.
My brother reminded me that we had an aunt at Knoxville, halfway
diagonally between the hill and home. We pushed and pulled the pram over
pot holes, past the Knoxville Piggery, famed for its prime bacon and ham.
'Oh, the poor bairn', exclaimed my aunt. The baby was changed, given a
drink and slept. With a piece of bread and jam, we were hurried on our way:
no telephone to relieve anxious parents. We reached Osmond Terrace and
in the dusk, we discerned a familiar figure - poor Dad, home from work at' 6
pm and sent out in search of his 'lost' children .
Often when I pass by car on the sophisticated Mount Barker Road of the
1990s, the chimney is both a reprimand and a delightful memory of that day
in 1916 when I touched the blue enamel of VELVET. The advertisement
many years gone now left a lasting impression, for I use VELVET every
wash day with happy results.
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ABORIGINAL TIMES LINKED WITH BURNSIDE
Ken and Margaret Preiss kindly forwarded the following item of local
history, taken from Five Metropolitan Creeks of the River Torrens of
South Australia. An Environmental and Historical Study, ed. J.W.
Warburton, 1977.
'Edward Stephens had another recollection of Aboriginal times linked with
this area:

Continuing our course still eastward [i.e. from Kensington along
Kensington Road} we reach a small creek [Stonyfell] just before the road
turns off to the right [Hallett Road]. .. This portion ofMr. Dean's land
[Section 319, modern Erindale] was unfenced and covered with
magnificent wattle trees ... On the north side of this road, only a few chains
distance, and on the north-east bank of this watercourse, is the western
boundary of an ancient native burying-ground covering possibly an acre of
land; it was one of the oldest and the most sacred buying-grounds of the
Adelaide tribe ...
The Queen' had died away down by the Torrens ... at least four miles
[distant}. Devoted men of the tribe .. . carried the remains ... on a sort of
litter, all that distance to her grave. The grave was dug by a few men; who
used their spears and hands to remove the earth. Messengers, seemingly
weighed down with grief, often went to and fro between the grave-diggers
and the slowly approachingfaneral procession. When the grave was
ready, we saw the party coming by way of the north-east corner of
Shipster 's open land. .. they became curiously erratic in their movements,
zigzagging away towards Mr. Hale's (sic) house [corner of Kensington and
Glynburn Roads] wheeling and turning, but always getting nearer the
place of the burial. Master Fred Hales and I were playing together...and
our curiosity being aroused by the strange sight, we had a most.favourable
opportunity of witnessing the evolutions.
On they came, and away they went, mad-like in their movements but with
method in that madness. Crossing over into the wattles on Mr. Dean's
land, they halted for a moment, started again, walked backwards, sideways,
forward, around one tree, backward, around another, sideways around a
third. Suddenly, starting off at a run, but like trained soldiers keeping
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perfect step, darting off at a right angle, backing down the hypothenuse,
endeavouring in the most methodical manner possible to produce the
greatest possible confusion, keeping up all the time a mournful chant which
could be compared to nothing so well as to the partly muffled sounds of
distant Aeolian harps or a passing swarm of bees.
After about half-an-hour of this, they started off at a run in the direction of
Magill, crossed the little creek, skirted the eastern end of the buryingground, suddenly retracing their steps, then turning right-about and
walking for a short distance, wheeling a little to the right as they marched
straight to the open grave ... A few pieces of bark and some leaves were
placed on the bottom of the grave; the body was then gently lowered, leaves
and bark were placed gently on it, and then the grave was filled with earth.
With bark and boughs they built a little wurley over the newly-made grave,
with its open side towards the east... Next morning the eastern sun spread
his golden glory down the western undulations of those hills. The watchers
saw the light kiss the newly-made grave of their beloved queen, and, to
them, it was a sign that she had reached the land of light and of the rising
sun. I learnt afterwards that the object of their... eccentric journeyings was
to puzzle the evil one, and so prevent him from following their footsteps
and catching the queen, before she had time to reach the eastern and sunny
land of the good. ..2
If Ed·Nard Stephens remembered correctly, the site of this burial ground lies
north-east of Stonyfell Creek on Section 2040 bounded by Kensington Road.
Between Brigalow Avenue and the creek, therefore, this ancient drama was
enacted. The story's credibility is strengthened by an incident told to us by
Professor J.G. Cornell who lives within this space, the creek flowing through
his garden. About twenty years ago workmen digging a few yards inside his
hedge exposed a skeleton ... .
1

"Queen" is an incorrect tenn as the Aborigines did not have
hereditary rulers. Judging by other directions in the text she died
somewhere below Felixstow; the mourners came across country in a
south--easterly direction.
2

Stephens, Edward. The Aborigines ofAustralia, personal
recollections of those tribes which once inhabited the Adelaide
plains, Royal Soc. ofNSW, Jnl. and Procs., v23, 1889.'

BEAUMONT COMMON TURNS 150
One of the most beautiful of Adelaide's parks celebrated an important
~ilest~ne in July. Beaumont Common has weathered a proposed freeway
d1vers1on, a contentious bid to carve tennis courts into its gentle slopes, and
also talk about a swimming pool. But 150 years after it was created for the
community, the Common remains one of the finest public parks in the
eastern suburbs .
.
On 12 July 1949, Samuel Davenport set aside 4.72 ha from his Beaumont
Village subdivision to be used as a 'pleasure ground'.
At the time the land was probably covered with thick stands of peppermint
and blue gums. Many were felled by the early settlers.
There's little information about early activities on the Common, save for
sketchy details about the planting of its huge Moreton Bay fig tree in 1867 some say by the visiting Duke of Edinburgh, but more likely by Sir Samuel
to commemorate his visit.
~tone ~ime a six-hole golf course was built, but as time went by locals
mcreasmgly guarded attempted encroachments into their park controlled as
it was by local trustees .
'
In 1959, residents rose against Burnside Council's plans to build tennis
courts in the park, with a petition opposing the move. The courts were built
elsewhere, and a later bid for a swimming pool was also defeated.
In the _l 960s the Common was often used for festivals and community
gathermgs, and for a time a small train line for children was laid on the
perimeter.
In the 1970s locals again mobilised when the Government revealed plans to
build a new highway up Linden Avenue, skirting the eastern border of the
Common and continuing into the hills before meeting Mount Barker Road
near Eagle on the Hill. This, too, was averted.
Source: Eastern Courier, 30 June 1999, p.18.
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WANTED - DAISY BA TES
Or ...anyone who has seen, met or remembers Daisy Bates, or who has
photographs, letters or memorabilia concerning her. (These would be
photographed for posterity.) Ayers House Museum is seeking people to
participate in an oral history project which will be part of an exhibition titled
We Remember Daisy Bates (to be held from November 1999 to February
2000). If you would like to be part of this significant history project, please
call Leigh Summers at Ayers House Museum on 11 8223 1234 or write to
Ayers House Museum, 288 North Terrace, Adelaide SA 5000.

CENTRAL AUSTRALIA RAILWAY HISTORICAL SOCIETY:
'OLD GHAN HERITAGE TRACK'
The above Society is offering a limited number of memberships to
individuals and family groups who would sponsor a one kilometre section of
the Old Ghan Track . For further information and membership forms, please
write to Central Australia Railway Historical Society Inc., 5 Gothic Ave.,
Stony'-:!l ,SA 5066.

MEMORIES OF JOHNNIES
John Martin's has gone, but its place in South Australia's history and
irlentity is not forgotten. A major exhibition at the State Library, North
Terrace, Adelaide, will explore how 'Johnnies' became part of the fabric of
this State. In an entertaining and reflecting exhibition (from 4 September
1999 to 30 January 2000), we see how the 'Big Store' was born and how
its community spirit won the enduring affections of South Australians.
Included are John Martin's treasures, photographs and documentary heritage
from the Mortlock Library, plus a range of exhibits on special loan.
Cost: free. Enquiries: State Library 1182077210.

BACK ISSUES OF THE NEWSLETTER
Surplus copies of previous issues of the Newsletter are available at our
monthly meetings for members to take as desired. The back issues date from
the early days to recent times. If you wish to build up a rich source of
history as we live it, please look for the (free) spare copies at our meetings.
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BURNSIDE HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.

P.O. Box 152
GLENSIDE, S.A. 5065

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Society shall be:
2. 1
to arouse interest in and to promote the study and discussion of
Australian and South Australian history and in particular, the history of
the City of Burnside;
2.2
to promote the collection, recording, preservation and classification of
works, source material and artefacts of all kinds relating to Burnside
history;
2.3
to assist in the protection and preservation of buildings, works and sites
of historical significance in the City of Burnside;
2.4
to co-operate with similar societies and other bodies throughout
Australia;
2.5
to do all such other things as are conducive or incidental to the
attainment of any of the above objectives.
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